Using geometric morphometrics for the genetics analysis of shape and size of lactation curves in Israeli first-parity Holstein cattle.
Our objective was to combine the methods of geometric morphometrics and multivariate quantitative genetics to genetic evaluation of the size and shape of lactation curves of milk of 3,492 Israeli first-parity Holstein cattle. Lactation records were treated as morphological data, for which 2 different lactation shape functions were evaluated, one depicted by a line graph and the other by an orbital graph. The lactation curves from both shape functions were represented by 2-dimensional Cartesian landmark coordinates. The 2 sets of landmarks were then analyzed individually for each shape function with geometric morphometrics to separate variation into components of size and shape. The analysis yielded 2 size measures and 2 sets of shape variables, and they were the inputs to estimate variance components using the MTC REML individual animal model program. Variance components were also estimated for the 305-d lactation production as a reference. Shape variables showed negligible correlation with 305-d production, providing evidence of size and shape of lactation curve as separate characters. The size measure derived from the orbital-depicted lactation curve had equal heritability (0.39 ± 0.01; ± standard error) and complete genetic and environmental correlations with 305-d production, whereas the size measure derived from the line-depicted lactation curve showed low heritability (0.09 ± 0.01) and environmental correlation (0.02 ± 0.004) and relative high genetic correlation with 305-d production (0.48 ± 0.04). This may validate both the orbital graph to depict lactation records and the use of geometric morphometrics to split variation of lactation curve into size and shape components. The maximal heritability for shape of lactation curve was 0.55 for orbital- and 0.56 for line-depicted lactation curves. The respective patterns of variations were visualized as shape changes from the mean shape in the data set. Geometric morphometrics are well grounded within the theory of shape analysis and can be paired with conventional methods in the field to characterize the patterns of phenotypic and genetic variation of shape and size of lactation curve in dairy cattle.